Elementary/Middle School Mathematics
Working with Numbers
Grade Level: 1 - 12, Reading Level: 1 - 6
Give your basal a boost.
Integrate Working with Numbers wherever there is a gap in your curriculum. With a comprehensive
Teacher's Guide and flexible instructional design, it's easy to use and easy to blend with your regular
instruction. A proven performer, this straightforward practice series offers solid coverage for grade-level
math skills or extra practice just where it's needed. Working with Numbers is also an alternative curriculum for special-needs students or those requiring remediation. Levels are identified by letter, rather than
grade, to keep motivation high.
Appealing, full-color workbooks at Levels A and B set this series apart.
Pretest and mastery test provide practice with questions in standardized test format.
One- or two-page lessons present a manageable amount of information.
Problem-solving strategy lessons and application exercises are in each unit.
Students are exposed to the language of mathematics and geometry content at every level.
Teacher's Guides include unit-by-unit teaching strategies and activities, unit tests, pre and mastery
tests. Answer Keys, scope and sequence charts, and blackline masters.
The Refresher book is the most comprehensive of its kind, covering basic computation through algebra and geometry skills.
Now covering a full range of Algebra I topics - including functions, graphing, and slope - the Algebra
book can serve as a core program, a basal supplement, or a tool for remediation.
Special Notes:
6-Book Series, plus 6 Teacher's Guides
Algebra, Refresher Book
Level A - Numeration, whole numbers, measurement, problem solving, geometry.
Level B - Numeration, whole numbers, measurement, problem solving.
Level C - Numeration, whole numbers, problem solving.
Level D - Numeration, whole numbers, measurement, problem solving, estimation.
Level E-F - Numeration, whole numbers, fractions, decimals, measurement, problem solving, geometry.
Algebra - Formulas, integers, exponents, polynomials, functions, graphs, inequalities, factoring,
quadratic equation, problem solving. Grades 8-12
Refresher - Whole number computation, fractions, decimals, percents, algebra skills, geometry,
measurement, problem-solving skills. Grades 5-9
91561SV
Working With Numbers Level A
$17.80
91626SV
Working With Numbers Level A - TG
$ 7.80
9151XSV
Working With Numbers Level B
$17.80
91634SV
Working With Numbers Level B - TG
$ 7.80
91588SV
Working With Numbers Level C
$17.80
91642SV
Working With Numbers Level C - TG
$ 7.80
91596SV
Working With Numbers Level D
$17.80
91650SV
Working With Numbers Level D - TG
$ 7.80
9160XSV
Working With Numbers Level E
$17.80
91669SV
Working With Numbers Level E - TG
$ 7.80
91618SV
Working With Numbers Level F
$17.80
91677SV
Working With Numbers Level F - TG
$ 7.80
35432SV
Working with Numbers Algebra
$17.10
44113SV
Algebra Teacher's Guide
$ 8.80
35459SV
Working with Numbers Refresher
$17.10
44121SV
Refresher Teacher's Guide
$ 8.60
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Adult Education/High School
GED
Complete GED
Exercise
Preparation
Books
Single softcover workbook *

Reading Level 8-12
This single book offers
thorough coverage of the
revised GED Test with more
test information, instruction,
practice, and practice tests,
plus it comes with a 100%
money-back guarantee. Answer key included. 928
pages.
Workplace passages and practical documents
reflect writing components.
Expanded mathematics section introduces alternative answer formats and calculator use.
28371SV
GED Complete Book
$19.99

5 Book Softcover Series
* Reading Levels 8-12
When learners need

practice or a quick refresher before taking the GED,
these single-subject workbooks build skills, and
boost confidence. Answer key included. 112-176
pages.
36048SV
Lan Arts: Reading
$12.60
36064SV
Lan Arts: Writing
$12.60
3603XSV
Mathematics
$12.60
36021SV
Science
$12.60
36056SV
Social Studies
$12.60
29408SV
Instructor’s Guide
$38.90

Steck-Vaughn GED Skills Books
11 softcover books * 10 packs * Reading Levels 8-12
Forty-eight page self-cover booklets provide skill-specific focused practice in cost-effective 10 packs.
57487SV
Interpreting Visual Information
$37.80
57509SV
Higher Order Thinking Skills
$37.80
63916SV
Evaluative Test
$37.80
63940SV
Diagnostic Test
$37.80
Language Arts:
56596SV
Writing: Essay
$37.80
5660XSV
Writing: Sentence Structure
$37.80
56618SV
Writing: Mechanics, Usage
$37.80
56626SV
Reading: Literary Texts
$37.80
56634SV
Reading: Nonfiction Texts
$37.80
Science:
56642SV
Life Science
$37.80
56650SV
Earth Space Science, Physical Science
$37.80
Social Studies:
56669SV
U.S. & World History, Geography
$37.80
56677SV
Economics, Civics, Government
$37.80
63975SV
Key Historical Document
$37.80
Mathematics:
46698SV
Calculator
$37.80
56685SV
Number Operations, Algebra
$37.80
56693SV
Data Analysis, Measurement, Geometry
$37.80

Steck-Vaughn GED
6 Workbooks * Softcover * Instructor’s Resource Guide * Reading Level 8-12
Developed specifically for the new GED Test, this preparatory series gives
learners complete, focused instruction and practice on the skills and content
tested at an 8-12 reading level. Separate Instructor’s Resource Guide
targets learning disabilities and adult learner characteristics. Bound in
answer key and explanations. 160-480 pages.
28320SV
The Essay
$17.00
28363SV
Lan Arts: Reading
$17.00
28312SV
Lan Arts: Writing
$17.00
28355SV
Mathematics
$17.00
28339SV
Science
$17.00
28347SV
Social Studies
$17.00
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Adult Education/High School

Official GED
Practice Test
1 Packet - 6 Individual Tests
For an authentic test-taking experience, choose the
only test which will indiciate how students will
perform - the 2002 Official GED Practice Test. This
practice test provides the truest picture of test
readiness and an accurate prediction of scores. If
learners succeed on these practice tests, they’re
sure to succeed on the GED.
Official GED Practice Test
61174SV
Book
$19.99

High School Science
Reproducible * Grades 8-12
Support students needing additional, focused instruction in physical science, biology, or chemistry.
With content based on state and national standards, these books can be used as a stand-alone
resource or as a supplement for other science
materials including basals. Each book contains key
terms, specific topic instruction, review activities in
standardized test format, puzzles, a glossary and a
bound-in answer key. 96 pages.
A complete course in one source!
04239SV
Biology
$16.99
04247SV
Chemistry
$16.99
04255SV
Physical Science
$16.99
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Teacher Resources
Higher Scores on
Social Studies Standardized
Tests

Math Skills for the Workforce
Grade Level: 9 - Adult, Reading Level: 4 - 6
At last, a math program designed specifically for
workforce development.
Teach all the math skills your learners need for job
success in just four books. Math Skills for the
Workforce develops the math skills that ensure
workforce success. It's also a great value. With just
four titles you can cover what your learners need
to know -- at a much better price than competing
titles.
Special Notes:
A pretest ensures proper placement; a posttest
measures progress.
With reading levels of 4-6, even limited readers
can master math.
All unit openers and practice exercises deal
with work-related issues and scenarios.
A glossary defines unfamiliar words to keep
learners focused on problem solving.
63756SV
Whole Numbers
$16.10
63764SV
Fractions
$16.10
63772SV
Decimals and Percents
$16.10
63780SV
Meas., Geometry, & Algebra $16.10

Grade Level: 2 - 6, Reading Level: 2 - 6
Great diagnostic tools!
Skill-specific remediation provides focused practice
before test day! These grade-level math test
preparation series provide focused practice in areas
where students have shown a weakness in precious
standardized tests. Improves test scores by zeroing
in on the skills requiring remediation. Also includes
test-taking tips and strategies, guided practice,
and simulations. Bubble-in sheets and suggested
time limits create a realistic testing experience for
the student. Answer key included. 48 pages.
Organized into four units: History, Geography,
Government, and Economics.
Develops reading comprehension, analyzing
tables and graphs and using maps.
3441XSV
Higher Scores SS Gr 2
$7.99
34428SV
Higher Scores SS Gr 3
$7.99
34436SV
Higher Scores SS Gr 4
$7.99
34444SV
Higher Scores SS Gr 5
$7.99
34452SV
Higher Scores SS Gr 6
$7.99

Higher Scores on
Science Standardized Tests
Grade Level: 2 - 6, Reading Level: 2 - 6
Great diagnostic tools!
Skill-specific remediation provides focused practice
before test day! These grade-level math test
preparation series provide focused practice in areas
where students have shown a weakness in precious
standardized tests. Improves test scores by zeroing
in on the skills requiring remediation. Also includes
test-taking tips and strategies, guided practice,
and simulations. Bubble-in sheets and suggested
time limits create a realistic testing experience for
the student. Answer key included. 48 pages.
Organized into three units: Life Science, Earth
Science, and Physical Science.
Skills and content aligned with National Science Education (NSE) and Full Option Science
System (FOSS) national standards.
34193SV
Higher Scores Science Gr 2 $7.99
34207SV
Higher Scores Science Gr 3 $7.99
34215SV
Higher Scores Science Gr 4 $7.99
34223SV
Higher Scores Science Gr 5 $7.99
34231SV
Higher Scores Science Gr 6 $7.99
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Saxon Homeschooling Math
Math 5/4
3rd Edition, 120 lessons & 12 Investigations. Math 5/4 is a balanced,
integrated mathematics program that includes incremental development
of whole number concepts and computation; arithmetic algorithms,
geometry and measurement; elapsed time; fractions, decimals and
percents; powers and roots’ estimation; patterns and sequences; congruency and similarity; and statistics and probability.
3478SXN
$75.50

Math 6/5
3rd Edition, 120 lessons & 12 investigations. Math 6/5 expands upon
Math 5/4. Your child learns to apply mathematical tools and techniques
to real-life mathematical situations using word problems. Includes
incremental development of order of operations; geometry and measurement; integers; divisibility concepts; ratios; statistics and probability; prime and composite numbers; patterns and sequences; and powers
and roots.
3486SXN
$75.50

Math 7/8
4th Edition, 120 Lessons & 12 Investigations. Math 7/8 introduces the
new concepts, procedures, and the vocabulary your child needs to be
successful in upper-level algebra and geometry courses. Math 7/8
teaches compound interest; functions and coordinate graphing; integers; exponential expressions; divisibility concepts; prime factorization;
ratios and proportions; radius; circumference and pi; statistics and
probability; and complementary and supplementary angles.
3494SXN
$84.50

Math 8/7
3rd Edition, 120 Lessons & 12 Investigations. Math 8/7 is the prealgebra program for students who have completed Math 7/6. It emphasizes the concepts and skills necessary for your child’s success in upperlevel mathematics courses, including scientific notation; statistics and
probability, ratios and proportions; simplifying and balancing equations;
factoring algebraic expressions; slope-intercept form; graphing linear
inequalities; arcs and sectors; and the Pythagorean theorem.
3508SXN
$84.50

Algebra 1/2
3rd Edition, 137 Lessons. Algebra 1/2 covers all the topics normally
taught in pre-algebra, as well as adding topics from geometry and
discrete mathematics. Algebra 1/2 represents the culmination of the
study of pre-algebra mathematics, from review of arithmetic operations
to evaluations and simplication of algebraic expressions, word problems
involving algebraic concepts, and classification of geometric figures and
solids.
499XSXN
$65.00
Algebra 1/2 Solutions Manual with step-by-step solutions to the
problem sets.
1311SXN
$32.00
Basic Fact Cards help students master basic arithmetic facts. Addition,
subtraction, multiplication, and division problems are printed on twosided cards.
0137SXN
$5.00
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Saxon Homeschooling Math
Saxon’s upper grades mathematics Homeschool Kits
include everything you need to successfully teach
each course. Each kit includes a textbok, an answer
key for homework, and tests with answers.
Algebra 1
3rd Edition, 120 Lessons. Algebra 1, like all Saxon Math courses, includes five instructional components; introduction of the new increment; examples with complete solutions, practice of the increment,
daily problem sets, and cumulative assessments. Algebra 1 covers all
topics introduced in a first-year algebra course. Topics range from
algebra-based, real-world problems to functions and graphs; and from
algebraic proofs to statistics and probability.
1230SXN
$67.00
Algebra 1 Solutions Manual with step-by-step solutions to the problem sets.
1370SXN
$33.00

Algebra 2
2nd Edition, 129 Lessons. Algebra 2 not only covers all the topics of
second-year algebra, but also includes a considerable amount of geometry, including writing proof outlines. When your child completes this
course, he or she will have studied the equivalent of one semester of
informal geometry.
1257SXN
$67.00
Algebra 2 Solutions Manual with step-by-step solutions to the problem sets.
8999SXN
$30.00

Advanced Mathematics
2nd Edition, 125 Lessons. Advanced Mathematics interweaves topics
from algebra, geometry, trigonometry, discrete mathematics, and mathematical analysis to form a fully integrated text. A rigorous treatment
of Euclidean geometry is also presented. Conceptually oriented problems that prepare students for college entrance exams such as the ACT
and SAT are included in the problem sets.
1273SXN
$72.00
Advanced Mathematics Solutions Manual with step-by-step solutions to the problem sets.
0420SXN
$34.00

Calculus
1st Edition, 117 lessons. Calculus treats all the topics normally covered in an Advanced Placement AB-level
calculus program, as well as many topics from a BC-level program. The problem sets contain multiplechoice and conceptually oriented problems similar to those found on the Advanced Placement examination.
Numerous applications to physics, chemistry, engineering, and business are also included. Successful
completion of the course has helped many students score well on the Advanced Placement examination.
1990SXN
$74.50
Calculus Solutions Manual with a step-by-step solutions to the problem sets.
8352SXN
$34.50
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:
Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate
Troy, MI 48084
WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent. This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.
To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359
METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is
made by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.
SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order. There is
a $4.50 minimum charge. Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25
ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid. Be sure to include state sales
tax.
ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.
CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.
EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED! Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.
ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL. Permission
to return should be requested and authorized in writing. We will not issue credit on
unauthorized returns. All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable
condition.
ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible producer
price changes. We bill at the producer’s latest selling price. In case of a sizable increase in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.
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CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDER FORM

To order by phone
Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax: 248-646-4359
william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

Ship To:

Bill To: (if different)

Name:________________________________________

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)
Payment Enclosed
Bill my Institution
P.O.#__________________________________
Date

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase
$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

All orders are shipped net 30 days. Returns must have written authorization from us.

ITEM#

QTY

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI 48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com
Yes! I would like to join your mailing list!

$ EACH

Subtotal
Sales Tax
Shipping
TOTAL

$ TOT. COST

